
UNEARTH ARENA FOOTING EXCELLENCE!
Do you feel like there’s another level waiting to be discovered in your 
horse’s performance? Start from the ground up, and unearth a world-class 
arena footing finish with the Riata Arena Rake. The Riata Arena Rake is 
easy to set exactly the way you know is best for your footing, your horse, 
and your training regimen. Its precision threaded ratchet jack ensures 
consistent results and the powerful ground-engaging components 
create professional results time after time. Discover for yourself the 
next level of arena excellence with the Riata Arena Rake!

ARENA RAKE
8FT & 10FT MODELS

BENEFITS
• Unlock untapped
performance potential
• Help ensure your horses’
health and longevity
•More riding, less raking!

3-STAGE ARENA MAINTENANCE



SPECS RA1108 RA1110
Weight 950 lbs. 1180 lbs.

Frame Tubing 3’’ x 4’’ x  3/16’’ 3’’ x 4’’ x  3/16’’

Min Tractor HP 30 hp 40 hp

Max Tractor Width 76’’ 98’’

Dimensions (WxLxH) 94’’ x 55’’ x 43’’ 118’’ x 55’’ x 43’’

Operating Speed 4-6 mph 4-6 mph

Max Working Depth 6’’ 6’’

 Tine Specs 2.75’’ Spacing. High-Carbon Steel. 12’’ x 1’’
1108: 21 qty 1110: 27 qty

Opt. Scarifier Specs 10’’ Spacing. 4130 Alloy Steel. 12’’ Long.
1108: 9 qty 1110: 11 qty.

Tine Work. Width 76’’ 98.5’’

Level. Rake Work. Width 79’’ 103’’

Grooming Rake Work. Width 94’’ 117.5’’

3-Point Hitch Cat. I & II • Quick Couple & iMatch Compat.

Warranty 12 mo. limited

ARENA RAKE
RA 1108 & RA 1110 MODELS

POWERFUL 3-STAGE ARENA MAINTENANCE

1. 3-POINT CONNECTION • The RA-11 Series 
Riata Rakes are Cat 1 & 2 compatible, as well as 
iMatch & Quick-Coupler compatible.

2. RATCHET JACK • For industry-leading preci-
sion, adjust the tine-bar working depth by rotating 
the threaded ratchet jack.

5. TINE BAR • Hot-forged steel tines demolish 
compaction and lift and aerate arena footing.

6. LEVELING RAKE • The leveling rake can 
carry arena footing, which allows leveling  
 of high & low zones in heavily-trafficked areas. 

7. COMPACTION PLATE • The compaction 
plate puts a little compaction on the newly 
aerated and level footing that allows your 
horse to feel confident when training.

8. GROOMING RAKE • Set at a low angle 
to provide even pressure, minimize mois-
ture loss, and create a beautiful finish.

*Fence blade option available 

3. FOUR-BAR LINKAGE • The innovative four-
bar linkage allows the tine bar to remain level no 
matter the depth throughout the arena

4. GAUGE WHEELS • Two large gauge wheels do 
not bear weight, but “float” to gauge and stabilize 
the working depth of the tool

FEATURES

LEVEL
The power of the Riata Arena Rake lies in the heavy-duty leveling rake (inset, 
mid), designed to level high spots and transport footing into low spots. While 
other drags merely rake, the Riata Arena Rake can grade your arena footing!

LIFT & AERATE
The Riata Arena Rake’s precision tine bar (inset, top) lifts and aerates arena 
footing, breaking down compaction and establishing an even depth.

COMPACT & GROOM
The Riata Arena Rake’s grooming rake (inset, bottom) breaks up clumps and 
leaves a perfectly groomed, smooth surface. It can be easily adjusted and 
set with a single turnbuckle for consistent results. The grooming rake can 
also be set to tighten the footing and press out air. A tighter surface can 
increase your horses’ purchase on the footing surface. 

GROOMING RAKE

COMMERCIAL XHD MODELS AVAILABLE

LEVELLING RAKE

TINE BAR

Learn More: www.RiataRanch.com




